
STUDENT LED CLUBS

DGI has 10 students led clubs in the campus, where students are involved in managing and

organizing the events throughout the year, this gives students a platform to explore their extra-

curricular skills and develop leadership qualities. It is observed that the students leading the club

activities become self- motivated have a great self-esteem, confidence, leadership qualities, develop

time management skill, which helps in academic and career progress of the student.

NSS CLUB

The motto of NSS is “Not Me But You” The National Service Scheme (NSS) Central Sector Scheme

of Government of India Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports. The scheme was launched in 1969

(Gandhiji's Centenary year, 1969). NSS is a voluntary association of young people in Colleges and

Universities working for a campus-community linkage. Objective of the Scheme: Developing student's

personality through community service and to provide hands on experience to young students in

delivering community service. NSS Unit of college acts as a catalyst of build up the right type of

leadership in the institutions. NSS programmes reflects the essence of democratic living and upholds

the need for self-less service among students.

NSS Club Members

S.No Name Designation Position

1. Prof.(Dr.) Arpita Gupta Director Chairman

2. Prof. (Dr.) S.K. Srivastava Registrar Member

3. Prof. (Dr.) Mamta

Bhardwaj

Associate Professor Programme Officer

4. Prof. (Dr.) Ritu Soryan Dean Students'
Welfare & VE Cell
Coordinator

Member

5. Prof. (Dr.) Sarita Tiwari Associate Professor Member

6. Prof. Ashish Kush Assistant Professor Member

7. Prof. Gopal Singh Assistant Professor Member

8. Drishti Sharma Student Member

9. Gaurav Dubey Student Member



10. Shri Vijaypal Baghel Social Representative Member

CULTURAL CLUB

Dronacharya Group of Institutions, Greater Noida, believes in overall development of students and

thus college gives equal importance to co-curricular activities.

Cultural Club of Dronacharya provides ample of opportunity to students to sharpen their co-curricular

skills in Dancing, Music and Dramatics. The Cultural Club aims at moulding the personality of

students and exposes them to a wide range of cultural events throughout the year.

Objective: Music is best way to shower the emotions to bring out the pulse and rhythm of young mind.

 To bring out the hidden talent of students in music and dance.

 To strengthen students creative skills in live performance.

 To develop and enhance the performance of students by participating in various events.

 To inculcate managerial capabilities such us event management and stage organization.

Cultural Club Members

S. No Name Designation in Committee

1 Ms. Swati Tyagi Co-ordinator

2 Shobhit Pokhriyal President (Music)

3 Tushar Pokhriyal Vice-President (Music)

4 Shruti Mishra President (Dance)

5 Somya Rout Vice-President (Dance)

E-mail: cultural.club@gnindia.dronacharya.info



SPORTS CLUB

The Sports club play such a vital role that can change a student’s life incredibly forever. Today

students’ involvement in Sports on Campus is something like that seems inevitable for highly potential

benefits.

 Sports Clubs exist for the general interest in physical activity through voluntary competition, formal

competition, instruction, participation, or performance by students. Massive benefits of sports club

activities are recognized worldwide today. Spontaneous participation of students in sports club

activities inspires everyone. Through sports activities, students are making their lives as pleasant as

they like as well as they are moving far in their future career in sports and out of sports.

Objectives

The Sports club is committed to provide a healthy sporting habit among the students. It helps to learn

teamwork at work, coordination among diverse cultural & ethnic groups and mainly infuses discipline

& instills the value system in one individual. Value of time, precision & competitiveness are the major

learning points apart from communication, coordination & teamwork.

 The Sports club is organizes Inter-collegiate sports to provide leadership & recreation opportunities

to the students & faculty in order to enhance their knowledge & skill in a specific sport of interest

while at the same time retaining social, cognitive & physical experiences.

Sports Club Composition

S.No. Name Designation in Committee

1 Mr. Ashish Kush Faculty in-charge

2 Dr. Mamta Bhardwaj Faculty in-charge

3 Bhupender Singh Students in-Charge

4 Drishti Sharma Students in-Charge

E-Mail: sports.club@gnindia.dronacharya.info



AI CLUB: AInnov8 CLUB

AInnov8, the premier technology club at DGI is dedicated to AI techs. It is a community of tech

enthusiasts dedicated to exploring the ever-evolving world of technology and fostering a

collaborative environment for learning and innovation.

The mission is to empower students with the knowledge and skills needed to excel in the digital age.

Through engaging activities, hands-on workshops, and inspiring projects, we aim to ignite curiosity,

nurture creativity, and develop critical thinking abilities in the field of technology. Led by a team of

passionate student leaders, AInnov8 offers a diverse range of activities catering to all skill levels.

From informative technology sessions and skill-building workshops to exciting events and

collaborative projects, we provide a platform for students to expand their horizons and embrace the

limitless possibilities of technology. At AInnov8, power of collaboration is observed. By fostering a

supportive and inclusive community, students are encouraged to work together, exchange ideas, and

leverage their collective knowledge to solve real-world problems. Furthermore, we understand the

importance of networking and industry connections.

Through this club, students have the opportunity to engage with industry professionals, guest

speakers, and fellow enthusiasts, opening doors to internships, mentorship, and future career

prospects.

AInnov8 CLUB Members:

S.No. Name Designation in Committee

1 Prof. Rajat Kumar Faculty Co-ordinator

2 Sumit Sinha (2nd Year CSIT) President

3 Apekshita Aggarwal (2nd Year CSE) Vice-President



TOURISM CLUB

Tourism club is functioning in the college. The club is formed with the objective of creating awareness

among the students about Tourism activities and to incorporate the student’s strength and potential in

the development of tourism. The Department of Tourism is committed to preserving this trend and

working towards long-term goals of establishing tourism as a major development factor.

Coordinator: Prof. (Dr.) Ritu Soryan

E-mail: tourism.club@gnindia.dronacharya.info

SAEINDIA COLLEGIATE CLUB

SAEINDIA COLLEGIATE CLUB OF DGI is a collegiate club established in 2023 under the banner

of SAEINDIA a Largest Affiliate of SAE International spreading over 5 Zones all over India having

480 collegiate clubs and over 50,000 student members. The collegiate club aims to provide practical

exposure to students for learning and innovating real engineering skills and encourages them through

active participation of different campus as well as national engineering programs and projects.

The Vision and mission statements of the society are:

Vision: Fostering innovative minds for societal progress.

Mission: Empowering individuals and communities by promoting accessibility and exchange of

knowledge through the creation and distribution of innovative solutions for advanced mobility.

Practical Skill Development

To provide practical exposure to students and foster real engineering skills through hands-on projects

and active participation in campus and national engineering programs.

Professional Development and Industry Exposure



To aid in the development of professional attitudes among students and prepare them for successful

careers through exposure to industry and research opportunities.

Some of the key benefits of members enrolled in the SAE India collegiate club are as follows:

 Discounts on registrations for major SAEINDIA meetings and exhibits*.

 Scholarships at both section level and national level.

 Free access to award winning magazines.

 Discount in the participation of SAE INDIA Conferences.

 Priority in job opportunity.

 Free industrial visits.

Coordinator: Prof. (Dr.) Shailesh Kumar Singh

E-Mail - saeindia.collegiateclub@gnindia.dronacharya.info

mailto:saeindia.collegiateclub@gnindia.dronacharya.info


CODING CLUB

The purpose of the Club is to identify people with excellent programming skills who can

write/design/develop code with sound logic and good programming standards. It aims to promote and

develop the programming culture by providing courses that enhance the knowledge and experience of

programming.

In this challenge competition all B.Tech. and M.Tech. Students of all disciplines can participate. Each

individual participant will be given a challenge, the participants are expected to work on the given

challenge with in a specified time. The participants who come up with the optimum code (meets the

constraints specified in a challenge) will be announced as a winner.

Objective

 Motivate students to learn programming with enthusiasm.

 Developing students' skills in programming.

 Teach various methods of solving programming problems in different points of view.

 Motivating students to think, innovate, and show their talents.

Coding Club Members

S.No. Name Designation in Committee

1 Dr. Bipin Pandey Faculty Co-ordinator

2 Shruti Mishra President

3 Md. Faizan Siddiqui Vice-President

4 Raghav Verma Web Development

5 Kunal Verma Social Media Head

6 Aman Bansal Project Lead

E-mail: coding.club@gnindia.dronacharya.info



ROBOTIC CLUB

The concept and creation of autonomously operating machines dates back a long time, but credible

research into the functionality and potential uses of robots did not grow substantially until the 20th

century. And today, robotics is a rapidly growing field, as we continue to research, design and build

new robots that serve various practical purposes including domestic, commercial and military. Having

said that, the Robotics Club of DRONACHARYA strives to stimulate interest in robotics among the

students of the institute. Besides making a serious endeavour to spread knowledge on Robotics and its

diverse applications, it also stands by the subtle acronym of TEAM - 'Together Everyone Achieves

More'. It is this exemplary virtue that has bound the club and helped it to grow to its present potential.

Robotics Club, Dronacharya Group of Institutions, Greater Noida endeavors to build interest in

robotics among the students of the college. Students are provided with fully equipped Robotics Lab

where students can build their ideas under the guidance of experienced staff members. Club supports

and fosters interest in various aspects related to robotics.

Robotic Club Members

S.No. Name Designation in Committee

1 Prof. Sanghamitra V Arora Faculty coordinator

2 Ankit Yaduvanshi President

3 Atik-Ur-Rehman Vice President

4 Chandranshu Singh Chief-coordinator

5 Saptarsi Pal Co- ordinator

6 Ajay Kumar Co- ordinator

E-mail: robotic.club@gnindia.dronacharya.info



TECHNICAL LANGUAGE SOCIETY

The club offers a competing platform for the knowledge-hungry students. It promises to cultivate a
passion for quizzing, Debating, creative writing, literature, Elocution, etc. among the students.

 Literary club is to develop self-efficacy and confidence and would help to enhance the
general knowledge base.

 Works in tandem to benefit students in the disciplines of writing and speaking by conducting

events that are both instructional and enjoyable

 Sharpening the skills of logical thinking.

 It develops excellent communication skills and teaches students to think spontaneously.

Objective

The goal of the Technical Language Society is to provide a learning environment for all students as

well as a platform for them to demonstrate their abilities. Students will develop organization skills and

persuasive skills.

 We will take a responsibility

 We will heed, learn and evolve.

 We will work conscientiously to model and foster and inclusive and equitable experience to all.

 We will build confidence to be at ease not only professionally but also socially.

Clubs that come under the umbrella of technical language society:

1. Literary Club

2. Technical Communications Club

Technical Language Society Members

S.No. Name Designation in Committee

1 Dr. Mokshi Khatana Faculty Co-Ordinator

2 Gargi Kalra President (Literary Club)

3 Ayush Garg Vice President (Literary Club)

4 Ritika Guglani President (Technical Communications Club)

5 Aditya Kumar Vice President (Technical Communications Club)



E-mail: techlanguage.society@gnindia.dronacharya.info

GAMESENA CLUB

The DGI Gaming Club is the ultimate destination for all gaming things! We are passionate gamers just

like you, and we've created this platform to provide you with the latest news, in-depth reviews,

exciting features, and engaging content from the world of gaming.

At GAMESENA gaming Club is not just a hobby—it's a way of life.

GOAL of the Club:

1. Promote e-Sports and create a sense of Teamwork among the students.

2. Introduce and promote streaming on various social media platforms to Influence the masses.

3. Create and support an official college team and participate in multiple e-Sports events and

tournaments on multiple levels.

OBJECTIVES of the Club:

The objectives of a gaming club can vary depending on its specific focus and the interests of its

members. However, here are some common objectives that gaming clubs often aim to achieve:

1. Community Building: Gaming clubs provide a platform for individuals with similar interests to

come together, share their passion for gaming, and form a sense of community. They create an

environment where gamers can connect, socialize, and build friendships.

2. Gaming Skill Development: Gaming club often focus on helping members improve their gaming

skills. They may organize workshops, training sessions, or friendly competitions to enhance gameplay

techniques, strategies, and teamwork.

3. Gaming Appreciation and Diversity: Gaming club promote the appreciation of different types of

games and gaming genres. They encourage members to explore a wide range of games, including both

popular titles and lesser-known indie games. By doing so, they foster a diverse gaming culture and

expose members to new gaming experiences.

4. Game Discussions and Analysis: Gaming club provide a platform for members to discuss and

analyze games. They may organize regular meetings or online forums where members can share their

thoughts, experiences, and opinions on various games, gaming trends, and industry news.



5. Collaborative Gaming: Gaming club often facilitate collaborative gaming experiences by organizing

multiplayer game sessions, tournaments, or LAN parties. These events allow members to play together,

form teams, and engage in friendly competition.

6. Gaming Education and Awareness: Some gaming clubs focus on educating their members about the

gaming industry, game development, and related topics. They may invite guest speakers, game

developers, or industry professionals to share their insights and experiences.

7. Gaming Outreach: Gaming club may engage in outreach activities to promote gaming within their

local community or beyond. This could involve organizing gaming events, charity fundraisers, or

gaming- related volunteering initiatives.

8. Personal Development and Well-being: Gaming clubs recognize the importance of balance and

well- being in gaming. They may organize discussions or workshops on responsible gaming habits,

managing screen time, and maintaining a healthy lifestyle.

9. Networking and Career Opportunities: For members interested in pursuing careers in the gaming

industry, gaming clubs can provide valuable networking opportunities. They may connect members

with professionals, offer career guidance, or organize industry-related events.

It's important to note that the specific objectives of a gaming club can be customized to cater to the

interests and goals of its members.

GAMESENA Club members

S.No. Name Designation in Committee

1 Ms. Richa Jaiswal Faculty Co-Ordinator

2 Bhavya Paliwal (CSIT) Content team head

3 Vaibhav saxena (CSE) Management team head

4 Uttam pandey (CSE) Social media head

5 Kunal (CSE-AIML) Design head

E-mail: gaming.club@gnindia.dronacharya.info

mailto:gaming.club@gnindia.dronacharya.info



